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Quality and Equality
Through Cognitive Instruction

BEAU FLY JONES

cross the nation, educators,
parents, and policymakers have
been shocked by the surge of
reports documenting low achieve
ment among students and teachers.
Data from the National Assessment of
Educational Progress, for example,
suggest that while many students can
read with literal comprehension, 28
percent cannot; 51 percent cannot
write letters, and 79 percent cannot
write a persuasive statement (Task
Force on Education for Economic
Growth 1983). Further, the overall
performance in higher-order thinking
skills such as inference, analysis, inter
pretation, and problem solving de
clined in the 70s, especially among
the most able students
Similarly, recent reports on teacher
education suggest that the current
population of teachers consists dispro
portionately of students from the low
est quartiles of standardized achieve
ment tests (Fiestrizer 1984) Appar
ently, fewer of the brightest students
apply to institutions of teacher educa
tion, and many of the bright students
who do become teachers are the first
to leave the teaching profession
(Howey et al 1985) However, the
standards of i nstitutions of teacher
education contribute to the problem
as well According to a new report of
southern institutions of teacher educa
tion by the Southern Education Re
gional Board (1985), only 22 percent
of the math courses teachers take are
college-level courses requiring high
school algebra and geometry Further,
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11 percent of both elementary and
secondary teachers earned a degree
without any math courses.
These facts about students and
teachers have serious implications for
education and emplovment Regard
ing education, students who enter col
lege are often less prepared (Ellison
1985) and may graduate poorly
equipped to function in a society that
increasingly demands academic skills
Regarding employment, two problems
are outstanding One is the need for
upgrading the work force Clearly,
America cannot support a high tech
nology economy if its workforce has
only a low technology capability (Snyder 1985) Second is the problem of
developing transfer skills in a society
in which change is the only constant
Students with poor academic skills
will not have the process skills such as
planning and troubleshooting needed
to cope with career changes and
changes in technology (Wiant 19"").
Some analyses (e.g., Hodgkinson
1985) predict that the problem of lowachieving students and teachers will
soon lead to economic and social di
saster if schools and colleges fail to
educate "hard to teach" students

Old and New Strategies
for Change
How has the nation responded to the
problem of low achievement? Analysis
of various national surveys since the
publication of A Nation at Risk ( Na
tional Commission for Excellence in

More rigorous
academic
requirements and a
longer school year
will lead to even
more failing
students unless we
also concentrate on
developing higherorder thinking and
metacognitive
strategies at all
levels of schooling.

"It is very common in schools to find
basic skills training recommended for
low-achieving students and higher-order
thinking skills programs for
high-achieving students."
Education 1983) indicates that policy focus has some disturbing conse
reforms emphasize two strategies as quences First, a demand for rigor
without an accompanying emphasis
solutions:
on improving the quality of instruction
1. demanding more "rigor" in cur
riculum materials, requirements for will increase the number of failures at
entering into and graduating from all levels of schooling. Hodgkinson
(1985), for example, argues that the
teacher education institutions and col
leges, and criteria for job entrance and reform movement in high schools has
promotion (including the teaching substantially increased the dropout
rate because it has failed to provide
profession); and
help for students who cannot compete
2. increasing the amount of time successfully under the new rules.
students and teachers are required to
Second, this focus may further seg
spend in educational settings (see regate high- and low-achieving stu
Fiske 1984, National Commission on
dents into separate curriculums. Thus,
Excellence in Education 1984, Nation
it is very common in schools to find
al Consortium for Educational Excel
skills training recommended for
basic
lence 1984, Task Force on Education
students and higherlow-achieving
for Economic Growth 1983).
order thinking skills programs for
More recently, the demand for rigor high-achieving students. Similarly,
has been extended to include an em
low-achieving students are chan
phasis on higher-order thinking. Ac neled into curriculums that are
cording to a national survey of state segmented and watered down, while
initiatives conducted by the American high-achieving students take acceler
Federation of Teachers (1985), most of ated courses and high-quality ad
the 27 states that responded reported vanced placement programs (Resnick
developing curriculum objectives and and Resnick 1985).
tests. Generally, these objectives and
Third, these two negative effects of
tests seem to be "add-on" skills and the reform movement have a differen
objectives, and are not embedded into tial impact on white and minority stu
conduct courses, though a handful of dents. Both black and Hispanic educa
the 27 states noted more extensive tors have voiced concerns that the
reforms to improve classroom prac excellence movement threatens 20
tices, the selection of instructional ma years of progress toward equity in
terials, and staff development. Addi education Especially worrisome to
tionally, schools all across the country minorities are programs that place
are importing various thinking skills a premium on high-achieving stu
programs from the commercial mar dents to the neglect of those for
ket, usually as self-contained adjunct low-achieving students (Sirkin 1985)
courses.
And these concerns are not limited
Negative effects of the reform move just to students Gifford (1985), for
ment. This focus on. rigor in all courses example, points to the number of mi
and in specifying higher-order think nority applicants who are failing the
ing is sorely needed. However, this new competency tests required to en

ter teacher education institutions. Ac
cording to him, of the 6,644 minority
students to take the first such test in
California for basic skills in math,
reading, and writing, 58 percent failed
it.
Responses to the negative effects.
Ironically, many of the solutions of
fered to redress these problems serve
only to perpetuate inequalities and
separation. That is, demands for dou
ble standards such as "alternative cer
tification" requirements, rejection of
the use of standardized tests, and in
creased minority control of the poli
tics that govern curriculum and certifi
cation will increase the differences in
education and, therefore, achievement
between low- and high-achieving stu
dents and between whites and minor
ities Thus, double standards in certifi
cation, without an accompanying
emphasis on equality of education for
low-achieving students and minorities,
is likely to lead to double standards in
education.
Resnick (1984) refers to the focus
on rigor and the calls for alternative
standards as strategies of selection
That is, demands for stiffer require
ments and more instructional time,
without accompanying efforts to im
prove the quality of instructional
materials and quality of teaching,
essentially solve the problem of low
achievement by selecting the most
able students and teachers Further,
these strategies actually preclude the
least able students from receiving
what they need most: explicit instruc
tion in higher-order thinking. Over
time, these strategies will increase dif
ferences between high- and low
achieving students.
Resnick argues that strategies of se
lection are strategies of the past and
that they conflict with long-standing
national thrusts toward raising the lev
el of educational performance for all
students (and all teachers) Instead, we
must find ways to teach even the hard
est to teach, to inspire even the most
reluctant. In her view, we must move
from strategies of selection to strate
gies of instruction This does not
mean that we should radically alter or
eliminate the national emphasis on
strengthening standards Rather, her
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position is that we must make every
effort to develop quality1 instructional
programs for both high- and lowachieving students. More specifically,
she and others (see Commission on
Reading 1985, Shulman 1984) argue
that cognitive science is rich with con
cepts and proven instructional strate
gies that increase student achieve
ment. Therefore, what is needed in
addition to greater rigor and in
creased time is cognititv instruction.

A General Definition
Broadly stated, cognition refers to all
aspects of human mental functions
(Resnick 1984) Cognitive instruction,
as denned here, refers to any effort on
the pan of the teacher or the instruc
tional materials to help students proc
ess information in meaningful ways
and become independent learners.
This definition includes efforts to help
students construct meaning from read
ing, solve problems, develop effective
reading/thinking/learning strategies,
select appropriate strategies, and take
responsibility for their own learning
as well as to transfer skills and con
cepts to new situations Accordingly,
this definition encompasses research
in the following areas: composing,
concept development, comprehen
sion instruction in reading and the
content areas, problem solving, deci
sion making, critical and creative
thinking, memory, and metacognition.
Cognitive instruction has the poten
tial to alter substantially the capa
bility of the learner, especially the
low-achieving learner, in much the
same way that microchips radically
altered the capability' of the computer
It is therefore imperative to extend the
existing movement to improve educa
tion and instructional materials to in
clude a major national thrust to devel
op and disseminate guidelines for
cognitive instruction. The next section
defines the characteristics of the new
instruction

Characteristics of Cognitive
Instruction
Model of learning Cognitive instruc
tion is based on the model of learning
that is emerging from cognitive sci
AI'RIL 1986

ence, which Resnick (1984) defines as
a loose confederation of psychology,
linguistics, and computer science In
the last decade, there has been an
extraordinary confluence of ideas re
garding how knowledge acquisition
and learning take place From schema
theory, comprehension is understood
as an active and constructive process
in which the reader is constantly re
viewing what is known, linking new
information to prior knowledge, form
ing and testing hypotheses about the
meaning of what is read or the prob
lem to be solved, assessing appropri
ate study strategies, and revising con
cepts and ideas as new information is
acquired (see Anderson and Pearson
1985, Rumelhart 1980, Spiro 1980)
Parallel concepts have emerged in
recent learning theory We can no
longer conceptualize learning as the
result of rote memory and mnemonic
strategies that merely link meaningless
bits of information to each other To
the contrary, memory requires think
ing, and there are various levels of
processing information for both shortterm and long-term storage of infor
mation (Jenkins 19~M, Shuell 1984,
Wittrock 1979). In general, the deeper
the level of processing, the higher the
level of immediate and delayed recall
(Craik and Lockhart 19^2. Mayer
1984).
Additionally, it is clear mat the effec
tive learner uses a repertoire of specif
ic thinking and study strategies to in
teract with the instructional materials
before, during, and immediately after
reading or problem solving as well as
to study the text or problem (Ander
son 1980, Herber 19^8) Novices and
poor readers apparently do not devel
op this repertoire of strategies sponta
neously (Rohwer 19"7 !) Also, lowachieving students are hampered by
strongly held misconceptions (Larkin
1983), Jack of flexibility (Brown 1980),
failures in error detection (Maria and
McGinitie 1982), and ineffective prob
lem-solving strategies (Larkin 1983)
At the same time, this body of litera
ture on reading and thinking suggests
that the capability to learn can be
significantly improved by instruction
that seeks (1) to build on the student's
existing knowledge base, (2) to

change the individual's repertoire of
thinking and learning strategies, or (3)
to correct specific learning problems
Metacognitive research, for example,
indicates that a major component of
effective learning involves planning,
comprehension monitoring, and se
lecting appropriate strategies, as well
as effective management of stress and
time (Armbruster et al. 1983, Weinstein and Mayer in press). And re
search on concept attainment suggests
that students are likely to learn con
cepts if they understand the domain
and critical features of the concept,
and are presented with examples and
nonexamples (Markle 19~">, Anderson
and Jones 1981)
Objectii'es and tests Several dimen
sions of objectives and tests distin
guish cognitive instruction from other
types of instruction. (1) The objectives
and tests focus on higher-order think
ing in all subject areas. (2) Cognitive
instruction essentially rejects the use
of norm-referenced tests as measures
of individual achievement because: (a)
they are scored on a curve that defines
half of the students as average and
below average regardless of the level
of their performance; (b) they often
do not reflect the individuals per-

"We must find ways
to teach even the
hard-to-teach, to
inspire even the
most reluctant. . . .
We must move from
strategies of
selection to
strategies of
instruction."

"Cognitive
instruction has the
potential to alter
substantially die
capability of the
learner, especially
the low-achieving
learner, in much
the same way
that microchips
radically altered die
capability of die
computer."

formance accurately; (c) they are usu
ally focused on low-order objectives;
(d) they do not test what is taught; and
(e) they do not inform instruction
(National Institute of Education 1980).
(3) In place of standardized normreferenced tests, cognitive instruction
emphasizes the importance of testing
what has been taught. (4) Objectives
and tests are aligned with each other
as well as with instructional materials
and the substance of classroom in
struction. (5) Cognitive instruction
employs frequent informal monitor
ing of what has been learned with
reteaching when students do not un
derstand something or have yet to
master a skill. (6) Cognitive instruction
is careful to avoid fragmentation of
instruction, teaching isolated skills as
ends in themelves, and excessive test
ing. (7) Cognitive instruction is most
often content driven in that the objec
tives and tests are denned by the con
tent, such as specific themes, concepts,
Issues, problems, procedures, and
bodies of facts Generally, strategies
and skills, if they are taught explicitly
at all, are taught as means to under
standing the content or solving the
problem This includes the number of
training programs from cognitive sci
ence that teach students diverse think
ing strategies such as inferencing (e.g.,
Hansen and Pearson 1983)
Thus, cognitive instruction differs
sharply from most mastery learning
programs and traditional skills instruc
tion Both types of instruction are skills
driven, focusing on skills objectives as
isolated ends in themselves Addition
ally, skills-driven instruction tends to
focus on lower-order objectives and
test items, norm-referenced tests to
assess individual achievement, instruc
tional materials that may not be
aligned with the tests and objectives,
and often involves excessive testing.
Stages of instruction. I n cognitive
instruction, the instructional format of
ten calls for different activities before,
during, and after reading or problem
solving. Before reading, for example,
there might be reviews, discussions of
vocabulary, predictions based on sur
veying the titles and other text fea
tures, and strategy planning always
with an effort to activate prior knowl

edge and link it to the new informa
tion. During reading, students can
monitor their own comprehension by
seeking to clarify the information,
summarizing text segments, evaluating
predictions, or separating important
from unimportant information. After
reading is the time for organizing what
is read by categorizing, constructing
graphic organizers, or summarizing.
Direct instruction redefined. Direct
instruction is a key feature of cognitive
instruction, but the definition given to
it by cognitive scientists differs from
the definition contributed by research
on effective teaching. Initially, the term
direct instruction was part of the acro
nym for DISTAR (Direct Instruction
Systems for Teaching Arithmetic and
Reading). Then Rosenshine (1983)
and others (e.g., Carnine and Silbert
1979) sought to provide generic defi
nitions based largely on "process/
product" research on effective teach
ing. Rosenshine's definition seems to
be the most widely used, emphasizing
reviews, checks for understanding and
reteaching if necessary, teacher expla
nations, guided practice, and indepen
dent practice (see p. 60)
More recently, however, direct in
struction has been redefined by Pearson and Leys (1985) and others such as
Winograd and Hare (in press) These
new definitions emphasize (1) explicit
strategy or skills instruction, namely,
teacher explanations regarding what
the strategy is and when, where, and
how to use it as well as why it should
be used; and (2) the gradual transfer
of responsibility for learning from the
teacher to the student. These aspects
of direct instruction have emerged
from experimental training studies of
explicit strategy instruction and very
recently have been linked to research
on effective teaching by Rosenshine,
Harnischfeger, and Walberg (1985).
Clearly, there is much overlap be
tween the two definitions of direct
instruction, but they are not identical
Further, not all cognitive instruction
models use either definition of direct
instruction The "reading in the con
tent area model developed by Herber
(1978) and others, for example, is
clearly a type of cognitive instruction,
but it does not emphasize explicit
Eui i
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strategy instruction, teacher expla
nations, or transfer of responsibility'
that are fundamental to the older con
cept of direct instruction or the new
cognitive strategy/skills concept of
instruction
A focus on metacognition. I n broad
terms, metacognition refers to think
ing about what one knows and how to
control ones own learning process.
Thus, there are two dimensions of
metacognition: knowledge and con
trol. Metacognitive researchers argue
that students should lie informed
about the learning prix'ess and how to
control it (Brown 1980) Specifically,
students should be informed about
the characteristics of the text or prob
lem at hand, and they should be taught
specific strategies for controlling their
understanding, that is, planning, moni
toring and clarifying, evaluating, and
revising (Armbruster et al. 1982).
Considerate content text Content
text also has distinctive characteristics
in cognitive instruction Text here is
used broadly to include any meaning
ful communication: prose texts in
print and software, graphics in both
media, oral communications such as
lectures, speeches, or discussions; and
demonstrations such as those found in
simulations and demonstration sites.
Content" refers to the content in the
textrxx>ks that students must learn (e.g.,
the circulator)1 system of mammals).
In cognitive instruction, the content
text is more "considerate," in that
features such as headings and the
prose itself are designed to make ex
plicit what is to be learned. Thus,
considerate texts seek to maximize
learning and constructing meaning
from text Research from text analysis
(e.g., Anderson and Armbruster 1984).
text display (Duchastel 1982). and re
search on graphics (Schallert 1980)
provides very helpful guidelines for
developing considerate text
Further, the passages in skills in
struction may also be sequenced to
progress from very easy (simple,
short, explicit, tamiliar. concrete) to
difficult (complex, long, implicit, unfa
miliar, and abstract) (Jones et al.
1985). Elements of this type of seAPRIL 1986

"Explicit learning strategy training
facilitates learning for low-achieving
students, and there are strong data to
suggest that cognitive instruction
decreases die differences between
younger and older students."

quencing might be found in good
mastery learning courses, but it would
be rare because so few mastery learn
ing programs are based on research
from cognitive science (Jones and
Spady 1985).
Tlx teacJxr as mediator Two defi
nitions for the role of the teacher
emerge from research on effective
teaching: the teacher as manager
(Good and Brophy 198-4) and the
teacher as executive (Berliner 1984)
These two roles include managing stu
dents behavior as well as making nu
merous decisions about content, pac
ing, grouping, teaching style, and
instruction However, the concept of
instruction often has very limited
meaning in effective teaching re
search. Usually, it refers to direct in
struction as defined by Rosenshine
(1983) and does not include specific
teacher behaviors needed to help stu
dents process information: for exam
ple, linking new information to prior
knowledge, comprehension as de
fined hv Durkin ( 19^3-19^9). recipro
cal teaching as defined by Palincsar
and Brown (1985). or specific learning
strategies Thus, the concepts of the
teacher as manager and the teacher as
executive do not really define the
teacher behaviors needed to facilitate
information processing. And. ironical
ly, there is no general concept of the
role of the teacher that is generally
accepted among cognitive scientists
In contrast, Feuerstein and Jensen
(1980) (e.g. Duffy and Roehler. this
issue) have begun to study how the
teacher mediates student cognitive
processing This research promises to

yield a new concept of the teacher: the
teacher as mediator This concept
would cover the various teacher be
haviors described by cognitive scien
lists in training studies seeking to im
prove problem solving, composing,
and other cognitive processes More
specifically, this includes but is not
limited to helping students observe,
activate prior knowledge, represent
information, select specific strategies,
construct meaning, monitor under
standing, assess the use of a strategy,
organize and relate ideas, summarize,
and extend learning. Thus, wtien
teachers help students link new infor
mation to prior knowledge, they are
mediating students' learning experi
ences. This concept of the teacher as
mediator also includes a strong em
phasis on interactive teaching with
much student/teacher dialogue as well
as students' playing the role of the
teacher
Research base Generally, the teach
ing and learning strategies defined
under the rubric of cognitive instruc
tion have been documented in experi
mental training studies as well as cor
relational studies Further, most of
these strategies have been tested in
schools using regular classroom teach
ers at some point Thus, these strate
gies have strong evidence to support
their recommendation (Rosenshine et
al. 1985) The concept of direct in
struction emerges from a strong re
search base, chiefly from "processproduct" research describing the
relation between teacher behavior and
student performance in particular con
texts, from research describing the

"Strategies and
skills, if they
are taught explicitly
at all, are taught
as a means to
understanding
the content
or solving the
problem."

day-today realities of classroom life,
and more recently from experimental
training studies.
Evidence from training studies indi
cates that implementing cognitive in
struction, especially instruction in
higher-order thinking and metacogni
tive strategies, may facilitate achieve
ment for low-achieving students.
Brown (1980), for example, found that
metacognitive strategies facilitate
learning for both retarded students
and junior college students. Addition
ally, Weinstein and Underwood (1985)
and others have found that explicit
learning strategy training facilitates
learning for low-achieving students,
and there are strong data to suggest
that cognitive instruction decreases
the differences between younger and
older students (Hansen and Pearson
1983)

Recommendations for
Closing the Gap
Cognitive instruction is critical to im
proving student outcomes. To change
the quality of instruction on a large
scale, it is imperative that teacher edu
cation in preservice institutions and
textual materials, including electronic
media, focus on cognitive instruction.
Such extensive change will not occur
without:
1 national recognition of the limita
tions of existing instruction in schools
10

and teacher education institutions;
2. clarification of how cognitive in
struction differs from traditional in
struction, direct instruction, and mas
tery learning;
3. widespread communication of re
cent research on cognition and cogni
tion instruction;
4. the dissemination of alternative
practices and guidelines for cognitive
instruction to practitioners, teacher
educators, policymakers, curriculum
developers, textbook selection com
mittees, and parents;
5 assistance to practitioners in mak
ing choices from among alternative
models;
6. increased interest in and support
for developing high quality, researchbased instructional materials for stu
dents to use in the classroom as well
as for teachers as part of their preser
vice and inservice training; and
7 greater use of cognitive research
and researchers among all those
groups that make decisions about
schooling, teacher education, and
publishing.
In summary, cognitive research of
fers new insights on the learner, the
teacher, texts, and tests. This research
effectively redefines the characteristics
of the model learner, effective teach
ing, and the processes of reading,
thinking, and writing. If educators ap
ply cognitive instruction research and
implement the recommendations for
increased rigor in the schools, it is
likely that all students will benefit, but
especially low-achieving students
Moreover, we will come closer to a
valued goal: providing quality educa
tion for all our nation's students.D
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